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Abstract
One of the most beautiful and useful notions in the Mathematical Theory of Strings is that of a Period, i.e., an initial piece of
a given string that can generate that string by repeating itself at regular intervals. Periods have an elegant mathematical structure
and a wealth of applications [F. Mignosi and A. Restivo, Periodicity, Algebraic Combinatorics on Words, in: M. Lothaire (Ed.),
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 237–274, 2002]. At the hearth of their theory, there are two Periodicity Lemmas: one
due to Lyndon and Schutzenberger [The equation aM = bNcP in a free group, Michigan Math. J. 9 (1962) 289–298], referred to
as the Weak Version, and the other due to Fine and Wilf [Uniqueness theorems for periodic functions, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 16
(1965) 109–114]. In this paper, we investigate the notion of periodicity and the closely related one of repetition in connection with
parameterized strings as introduced by Baker [Parameterized pattern matching: algorithms and applications, J. Comput. System
Sci. 52(1) (1996) 28–42; Parameterized duplication in strings: algorithms and an application to software maintenance, SIAM J.
Comput. 26(5) (1997) 1343–1362]. In such strings, the notion of pairwise match or “equivalence” of symbols is more relaxed than
the usual one, in that it rests on some mapping, rather than identity, of symbols. It seems natural to try and extend notions of periods
and periodicities to encompass parameterized strings. However, we know of no previous attempt in this direction. Our preliminary
investigation yields results as follows. For periodicity, we get (a) a generalization of the WeakVersion of the Periodicity Lemma for
parameterized strings, showing that it is essential that the two mappings inducing the periodicity must commute; (b) a proof that an
analogous of the Lemma by Fine andWilf [Uniqueness theorems for periodic functions, Proc.Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (1965) 109–114]
cannot hold for parameterized strings, even if the mappings inducing the periodicity “commute”, in a sense to be speciﬁed below;
(c) a proof that parameterized strings over an alphabet of at least three letters may have a set of periods which differ from those of
any binary string of the same length—whereby the parameterized analog of a classic result by Guibas and Odlyzko [String overlaps,
pattern matching, and nontransitive games, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 30 (1981) 183–208] cannot hold. We also derive necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions characterizing parameterized repetitions, which are patterns of length at least twice that of the period, and
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show how the notion of root differs from the standard case, and highlight some of the implications on extending algorithmic criteria
previously adopted for string searching, detection of repetitions and the likes. Finally, as a corollary of our main results, we also
show that binary parameterized strings behave much in the same way as non-parameterized ones with respect to periodicity and
repetitions, while there is a substantial difference for strings over alphabets of at least three symbols.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the most beautiful and useful notions in the Mathematical Theory of Strings is that of a Period, i.e., an initial
piece of a given string that can generate that string by repeating itself at regular intervals. When properly investigated,
such an apparently simple notion reveals an elegant mathematical structure and proves susceptible to a wealth of
applications. We refer, for instance, to the recent survey by Mignosi and Restivo [20] for the combinatorial results built
around periods, and to [4,17] for their myriad algorithmic applications.
At the hearth of the combinatorics of periods, there are two well-known Periodicity Lemmas: one due to Lyndon
and Schützenberger [19], referred to as Weak Version, and the other due to Fine and Wilf [13]. Basically, both lemmas
state that if a string has two periods with a substantial overlap, then there must exist a shorter period that divides both.
Due to the importance of those results for algorithmic purposes, they have been generalized in many directions, as for
instance multi-dimensional periodicity [1,15].
Here we investigate the notion of periodicity in conjunction with parameterized strings as recently introduced by
Baker [9,10]. In such strings, the notion of pairwise match or “equivalence” of symbols is more relaxed than the usual
one, in that it rests on some mapping, rather than identity, of symbols. Parameterizations in strings arise in application
areas such as Software Engineering and Computational Biology and wherever patterns deﬁned in terms of structural
correlations across positions are of interest irrespective of symbol speciﬁcity. In response, an increasing research activity
has concentrated over the years on parameterized strings and various generalizations (see for instance [1–3,11,12]).
It seems natural to try and extend notions of periods and periodicities to encompass parameterized strings. However,
we know of no previous attempt in this direction. In this paper, we undertake a preliminary investigation on this topic.
We show that the Weak Version of the Periodicity Lemma holds for parameterized strings, but it is essential that the
two mappings inducing the periodicity must commute (see Section 2.1). That is rather interesting, since the implicit
commutativity of equality for ordinary strings is carried to the mappings inducing the periodicity. We are also able to
show that, even for commuting mappings inducing the periodicity, an analogous of the Lemma by Fine and Wilf [13]
cannot hold for parameterized strings and that the analog to a classic result by Guibas and Odlyzko [16] cannot hold,
i.e., it is not enough to consider binary strings to study the set of periods of parameterized strings (see Section 2.2).
In other words, when it comes to periodicity parameterized strings are truly different objects than ordinary strings.
Finally, we brieﬂy consider the case in which no assumptions are made on the mappings inducing the periodicity. We
derive very weak conclusions there (see Section 2.3).
We also investigate the related notion of repetition, which is also of considerable combinatorial interest [20] and a
fundamental tool in algorithms dealing with string searching, string statistics, data compression and pattern discovery
in general (see, for instance, [5,7,8,14]). Here the differences brought about by parameterization are even more dramatic
than those uncovered for periodicity. In particular, the requirement that the “root” of a repetition be primitive assumes
here a quite different meaning. That is, the root of a parametric repetition may be an exact power of a shorter string. We
identify both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions characterizing parametric repetitions (see Section 3). In this context,
we also investigate the structure of the runs of consecutive positions of the root of a repetition, generalizing the one
known for standard strings.
As a byproduct of our main results, we show that binary parameterized strings behave in much the same way as
non-parameterized ones with respect to periodicity and repetitions. This immediately leads to extend to parameterized
binary strings many of the constructions devised originally for ordinary strings, including optimal algorithms for string
searching and repetition detection such as those quoted above. The last section of the paper deals with conclusions and
open problems.
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2. Periodicity lemmas and parameterized strings
Let  be an alphabet of size . Recall from [9,10] that in order to deﬁne p-strings, the alphabet is supposed to be
divided in constants and parameters. The difference between those two types of symbols is that a constant can only
match itself while a parameter can match another parameter. For our purposes, it is more convenient to consider the
alphabet as being composed of parameters only. The extension to the general case is straightforward.
Deﬁnition 1 (Baker [9,10]). Two strings x and y over  are a p-match if and only if x can be transformed into y by
applying some renaming bijection G from the symbols of x to the symbols of y. For example, let = {a, b, c, d}, then
x = abcdabcdc and y = abdcabdcd are a p-match, with G as the renaming function, where G(a) = a, G(b) = b,
G(c) = d and G(d) = c.
With reference to a given string, we use prefj , facti,j and sufj to denote the preﬁx of length j, the substring from
position i to j, and the sufﬁx starting at position j in that string, respectively. The ith symbol of a string s is denoted as
si . In what follows, let s be a string of length n.
Deﬁnition 2. A string s has p-period p if and only if prefn−p and sufp+1 are a p-match.
Let S be the symmetric group over the  elements of the alphabet. It is worth noting that while a permutation can
certainly be a renaming function, the converse is not necessarily true. In fact, a renaming function for a string x has
values only for the symbols of  that appear in x. However, such a renaming function H can be made to correspond
to a set of permutations by arbitrarily assigning the unspeciﬁed symbols. Indeed, assume that t of the  values are not
deﬁned for H. Then, we can deﬁne such values arbitrarily. For each choice of those t values, we obtain a permutation.
We refer to those permutations as induced by the renaming function H.
The next few results apply to permutations, then we mention the straightforward extension to renaming functions.We
need to recall some elementary deﬁnitions and facts from algebra. Fix a permutation G and let C(G) be the centralizer
of G. That is, the subgroup of S such that FG = GF if and only if F ∈ C(G).
Example 1. Consider an alphabet of four symbols, say {A,C,G, T }. Let (C,A, T ,G) be a permutation. Notice that,
apart from the identity permutation (A,C,G, T ), both (A,C, T ,G) and (C,A,G, T ) are in its centralizer while
(G,C,A, T ) is not.
Fact 1. Consider a permutation G and let C(G) be its centralizer. Then (a) GF−1 = F−1G, F ∈ C(G); (b) C(G) =
C(G−1); (c) C(G) ⊆ C(Gi), i > 0.
Proof. (a) Follows since C(G) is a group. (b) follows because G= FGF−1 holds if and only if G−1 =FG−1F−1; (c)
holds because, for F ∈ C(G), Gi can be rewritten as FGF−1FGF−1...FGF−1 i times. 
When string s has p-periods p with permutation H and q with permutation D and p + qn, we say shorthand that s
has Property (p,H, q,D). In this notation, the period length precedes the function, but the shorter length can precede
the longer one.
Lemma 1. Assume that s has (p,H, q,D), that qp and that D and H commute, i.e.,DH =HD.Then, s has p-period
p − q with permutation D−1H = HD−1.
Proof. Consider si . We have to show that there exists a permutation F such that F(si)= si+p−q , 1 in−p + q. We
consider two cases. For in− p, set F ′(si)=D−1H(si). Notice that the result is si+p−q . For n− p< in− p + q,
using the fact that qp, set F(si) = HD−1(si). The result is si+p−q . To complete the proof, notice that since D
commutes with H, by assumption, then so does its inverse (see Fact 1). Therefore F ′ =D−1H and F =HD−1 are the
same permutation. 
Lemma 2. Let F and G be two commuting permutations and p and q two integers such thatp=q+r , r < q.Moreover,
let c, g, v, z be nonnegative integers. (A) If s has (p, F−cGh, q, F vG−z) then it must have (q, F vG−z, r, F−(c+v)
G(h+z)). (B) If s has (p, F cG−h, q, F−vGz), then it must have (q, F−vGz, r, F (c+v)G−(h+z)).
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Proof. We give a proof for (A), since the one for (B) is analogous.
Let H = F−cGh and D = FvG−z. We ﬁrst show that H and D commute. Indeed, notice that since F and G
commute, (Gh)(F v) also commute since Fv ∈ C(G) and therefore it must also be in C(Gh) (see Fact 1(c)). Therefore
HD = Fv−cGh−z. But this must be equal to Gh−zF v−c. Indeed, as implied by Fact 1, Fj commutes with Ge, for any
two integers j and e. Consider now DH. Using the same reasoning, one can show that DH = Gh−zF v−c.
Without loss of generality, assume that qp. Since H and D commute, we can use Lemma 1 to obtain (p − q,
HD−1, q,D). It is seen that those two permutations also commute. Therefore, we can repeatedly apply Lemma 1 to
get (q,D, r,HD−). But now HD− = F−(c+v)G(h+z). 
In Lemma 2, either transition from the ﬁrst conﬁguration to the second one is said to cause a sign ﬂip.
2.1. A weak version of the periodicity lemma: commutativity is essential
We now generalize the well-known Periodicity Lemma (weak version) by Lyndon and Schützenberger [19], ﬁrst for
permutations and then for arbitrary renaming functions.
Lemma 3. Assume that s has (p,G, q, F ) and that G and F commute, i.e., FG=GF . Then, s has p-period gcd(p, q)
with a permutation in C(G) ∩ C(F). Such a permutation can be explicitly computed as a by-product of Euclid’s gcd
algorithm.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that qp. We divide the proof in k stages, according to the sequence of
remainders generated by Euclid’s algorithm. Set r0 = p and r1 = q and let the sequence be r0 = i0r1 + r2, r1 = i1r2 +
r3, . . . , rj = ij rj+1 + rj+2, . . . , rk = ikrk+1.
Stage 0: We have (r0,G, r1, F ). Since G and F commute, by Lemma 1, we have (r0 − r1, F−1G, r1, F ). So, when
i0 = 1, we get that at the end of Stage 0, (r1, F, r2, F−i0G). Assume that i0 > 1. Since (F−1G) and F commute, we
can apply Lemma 1 once again to get (r0 − 2r2, F−2G, r1, F ). The above reasoning can be iterated to get once again
that at the end of Stage 0, s has (r1, F, r2, F−i0G).
Stage 1: We have (r1, F, r2, F−i0G). Notice that F and (F−i0G) commute since F and G commute. But then, we
can apply Lemma 1 to get (r1 − r2, F i0+1G−1, r2, F i0G). But, once again, FG−1 and F i0+1G commute, since F
commutes with both G and G−1 (see Fact 1(b)). So, proceeding as in Stage 0, we get (r2, F−i0G, r3, F i1i0+1G−1).
We divide the remaining stages into odd and even numbers. For even-numbered ones, we apply Case (A) of
Lemma 2 and for the odd-numbered ones, we apply Case (B). Given that, at the beginning of stage j = 2, s
has (r2, F−i0G, r3, F i1i0+1G−1) and that, by Lemma 2, the sign ﬂip in one stage makes its application possible
in the next, we must have that s has p-period rk+1 = gcd(r0, r1) with a permutation of the form FhGk , with h and k
integers of opposite signs. Moreover, since F and G are both in each other’s centralizers, then so must
be FhGk .
Finally, we notice that the proof given here is constructive, i.e., given F and G and a run of Euclid’s algorithm, we
can determine the permutation. 
Given a particular permutation G, the number of permutations that commute with G has been determined in closed
form by Kezlan and Rhee, [18]. Such a number depends on the cycle structure of G and can be quite high.
From now on, the notation (p,G, q, F ) refers to renaming functions as well as permutations. The following is
immediate from Lemma 3 and the deﬁnition of induced permutation.
Corollary 1. Assume that s has (p,G′, q, F ′) and that in the sets of induced permutations of G′ and F ′ there exist
two, G and F, that commute. Then, s has p-period gcd(p, q) with a permutation in C(G) ∩ C(F). Such a permutation
can be explicitly computed as a by-product of Euclid’s gcd algorithm.
For binary strings, we have a complete analogy between standard strings and p-strings:
Corollary 2. Assume that s has (p,G, q, F ). Then, s has p-period gcd(p, q).
Proof. Any non-trivial renaming function over a binary alphabet can be extended in only one way into a permutation
and the symmetric group over two elements is commutative. 
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Next we show that commutativity is essential:
Lemma 4. Let s be a string having p-periods p and q, q <p<n. Assume that s has p-period q, where q divides both
p and q. Then, there exist two commuting permutations G and F such that s has p-periods p and q, respectively.
Proof. Let p = k1q and q = k2q. Let G1 and G2 and G3 be three renaming functions for which it is veriﬁed that s has
p-periods p, q and q.
Now, G1(si)= si+p, 1 in−p. But since q divides p, we have G1(si)=Gk13 (si), 1 in−p. Analogously, we
have that G2(sj ) = Gk23 (sj ), 1jn − q.
Based on those identities, we now build two permutations G and F. Let H be a permutation coinciding with G3 on
the symbols where G3 is deﬁned and following an arbitrary matching on the remaining symbols. Set F = Hk2 and
G=Hk1 . Those two functions commute. Now, observe that si+p =G1(si)=Gk13 (si)=Hk1(si)=G(si), 1 in−p.
Therefore, s has p-period p. Analogously, sj+q = G2(sj ) = Gk23 (sj ) = Hk2(sj ) = F(sj ), 1jn − q. Therefore, s
has p-period q. 
Finally, the next lemma shows that, unlike the case of ordinary periods, constraining the length of s in terms of the
lengths of the two periods is not enough to induce a period of length gcd(p, q).
Lemma 5. Let  be an alphabet of at least three symbols. There exist an inﬁnite number of strings of length n5,
such that s has (p, F, q,G) and p + q = n. Nevertheless, s cannot have p-period gcd(p, q) and none of the extensions
of F and G into permutations commute with each other.
Proof. Consider an integer i > 0 and let n = 5i. We show that there exists a string having p-periods 2i and 3i, which
cannot have p-period i = gcd(3i, 2i). Let i = 1 and consider the string s = abcba. Notice that s has p-period 2i = 1,
with F(a) = c, F(b) = b and F(c) = a. It has p-period 3i = 3 with G(a) = b, G(b) = a. This renaming function can
be extended only in one way into a permutation by setting G(c) = c. But FG(b) = GF(b). So the two permutations
do not commute and s does not have the period i = 1.
The proof generalizes to any i2 by expanding each occurrence of a, b and c into i replicas. The renaming functions
F and G are the same. 
Corollary 1 and Lemmas 4 and 5 give a complete characterization, as far as the weak version of the periodicity
lemma is concerned, by showing that indeed commutativity of the involved permutations is the key factor.
2.2. Parameterized periodicity is not standard periodicity
It is rather tempting to prove a Periodicity Lemma that generalizes the well-known one by Fine and Wilf [13].
Unfortunately, this is not possible for all alphabet sizes greater than 1, even if the two permutations commute. This is
shown next.
Theorem 2.1. There exists an inﬁnite set of strings such that any such string s has (p,G, q, F ), n=p+q −gcd(p, q)
and F and G commute. Nevertheless, s cannot have p-period gcd(p, q).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume the string to be binary. We ﬁrst give an example. Consider the string
0011100 of length n = 7. It has p-period p = 5, with the identity and p-period q = 3 with inversion. We have that
np + q − gcd(p, q), but that string cannot have p-period gcd(p, q)= 1. This example can be generalized to yield an
inﬁnite set of strings for which an analogous of the Fine and Wilf Theorem [13] cannot hold. Pick a prime p> 2. So,
one can write it as p=2q +1, for some integer q. Now, consider the string composed of a run of q zeros, followed by a
run of q +1 ones and concluded by a run of q zeros. It has length n=p+q =3q +1, n=p+ (q +1)−gcd(p, q +1).
It also has p-periods p and (q + 1), but it cannot have p-period gcd(p, (q + 1)) = 1. 
The above negative result should be contrasted with the analogy outlined in Corollary 2 between standard and
parameterized binary strings.
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There is also another marked difference between ordinary and parameterized strings. Indeed, one of the classic
results, originally due to Guibas and Odlyzko ([16,20] for additional results), about the structure of periods in a string
state is that it is sufﬁcient to consider binary strings. Indeed, for any string x it is possible to construct a binary string
y having exactly the same periods as x (see [20, Theorem 8.1.11]). In view of the results obtained so far, a similar
statement cannot hold for parametric periodicity, as we show next.
Theorem 2.2. There exists an inﬁnite set of strings, over a ternary alphabet, for which there cannot be any binary
string of equal length having the same set of periods.
Proof. Consider the strings in Lemma 5. They have periods 2i and 3i, but cannot have period gcd(2i, 3i) = i, i > 0.
On the other hand, by Corollary 2, any binary string having periods 2i and 3i, and of length 5i, must have period
gcd(2i, 3i) = i, i > 0. 
2.3. No assumptions on the permutations
The results stated so far are based on the assumptions that, in order for two p-periods to induce a shorter one, not
only the string must be sufﬁciently long but also the two functions that induce the periods must commute. We now
consider the case in which commutativity is not required. Compared to the previous cases the results are weaker. In
fact, some of these results are extensions of well-known ones for standard periodicity and the extension of their proof
to parameterized periodicity is not particularly difﬁcult.
Deﬁnition 3. Let s be a string. Assume that s has p-period p with renaming function G. Let v be the preﬁx of s of
length p and write n = rp + c, c <p. We deﬁne the order of s with respect to G as the rational number s,G = n/p,
with no subscript where no ambiguity arises.
Lemma 6. Under the conditions of Deﬁnition 3, a string s has order G if and only if it can be written as G0(v)G(v)
G2(v)...Gk(v)Gk+1(v′), where G0(v) = v, k + 1 = G and v′ is the preﬁx of v of length c.
Proof. We give a proof only for sufﬁciency, since the other implication is immediate. Consider G0(v)G(v)G2(v)...
Gk(v)Gk+1(v′). Divide the string s into pieces of length v, numbered according to the exponents of G covering them.
Notice that vi and v p-match with Gi and vi+1 and v are a p-match with Gi+1, 0< i <k. But then vi+1 =G(Gi(v))=
G(vi), i.e., vi and vi+1 are a p-match with respect to G. Analogously one can show that the preﬁx of vk of length c and
the sufﬁx of s of equal length are ap-match with respect to G. 
Lemma 7. Let s be a string of length n having two p-periods p and q, q <p< |n|. Then, the sufﬁx and preﬁx of s of
length n − q have both p-period p − q.
Proof. Let G and F be the mappings under which the periodicity is veriﬁed, for p and q, respectively. We have to
show that H(si) = si+p−q , 1 in − p, for some renaming function H. But F−1(G(si)) = F−1(si+p) = si+p−q ,
1 in − p. 
The next lemma is an immediate extension of Theorem 8.1.12 in [20]. With  denoting the golden ratio, it states that
if n> max(p, q) and s has p-periods p and q, then there exists only a sufﬁx (and a preﬁx) having shorter period.
Lemma 8. Let  and  be two rational numbers such that < < . Assume that there exist two renaming functions
G and F such that string s has order  with respect to G and  with respect to F. Then, there exists a rational number
+ 1 and a renaming function H such that a sufﬁx (and preﬁx) of s has order  with respect to H.
Proof. If  + 1, the statement is trivially satisﬁed with F. So, assume that <  + 1. Let p and q be two integers
such that n = p = q. By deﬁnition of order, we have that s has p-periods p and q, with q <p. But then, by
Lemma 7, the sufﬁx of s of length n − q has p-period p − q. Let  = n/(p − q). All we need to show now is that
> + 1. The proof is as in [20] and uses the fact that 2 = + 1. 
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3. Primitivity and repetitions
We now deﬁne the notions of p-repetition and p-primitivity in a parameterized string. Here the differences brought
about by parameterization are even more dramatic than those uncovered in Section 2.
Deﬁnition 4. A string s is p-repetitive if and only if there exists a renaming function G such that G, the order of that
string with respect to G, is at least two. We use (v,G, G), where v is the preﬁx of s of length G/n to encode the
corresponding p-periodicity. Among all functions for which s is p-repetitive, let G be the one of maximum G. That is,
= maxG(G). Now let = k|v| + r , with v a preﬁx of s and r < |v|. We say that (v, ) is a p-repetition of root v.
Deﬁnition 5. A string s is p-primitive if and only if, for no string v, integer > 1 and renaming function, s can be
represented as (v, ). In plain words, a p-primitive string s cannot be expressed as “the exact power” of another string.
Notice that the deﬁnitions just given specialize to the standard ones of the non-parameterized case (see [20]) as soon
as the only type of renaming function allowed is the identity. However, there is one important difference: for ordinary
strings, the root of a repetition is primitive while for p-strings, as we will see, that is no longer true. Before formalizing
these facts, we give two examples.
Example 2. Let s = abcadb. Then s is a square with root abc.
Example 3. Consider the string 000111111000. Notice that in position 1 there are three different p-repetitions: 000;
000111; 000111111000, all satisfying Deﬁnition 4. Their roots have lengths 1, 3 and 6, respectively.
For the p-repetitions just given, we have apparently given up on the requirement of primitivity for the root of a
p-repetition. Indeed, with reference to Example 2, the root abc is a p-repetition with =1. In Example 3, the repetition
(0)3 has a primitive root in the conventional sense, while the other two do not. As a matter of fact, the root of a
p-repetition need not be p-primitive, as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Lemma 9. Let s be a p-repetitive string and v be a preﬁx of s. Then (v, ) is a p-repetition, with renaming function
G, if and only if v is the smallest preﬁx of s satisfying both of the following conditions: (1) 2; (2) no preﬁx z of s,
|v|< |z|< 2|v|, satisﬁes simultaneously the following:
(2a) There exists a permutation F such that pref1,|v|+m, |v| + m |z| has p-period m.
(2b) There exists a permutation G′, corresponding to a completion of G, such that F and G′ commute.
Proof. We ﬁrst show sufﬁciency. For this, assume that v is the smallest preﬁx of s obeying (1) and (2).Assume also for
a contradiction that (v,G, ) is p-repetitive but not a p-repetition. Since s is p-repetitive, there must exist a renaming
function Gˆ and a preﬁx v′, |v′|< |v|, for which s can be expressed as (v′, ′), ′ = n/|v′|. Since v is the smallest preﬁx
of s for which (1) and (2) hold, we must have that v′ violates condition (2), since (1) is obviously satisﬁed. Therefore,
there exists a preﬁx of s of length at least |v′| + m′, 1<m′ < |v′|, such that
(a) There exists a permutation F ′ such that pref1,|v′|+m′ has p-period m′.
(b) There exists a permutation G′, corresponding to a completion of Gˆ, such that F ′ and G′ commute.
But then, by Lemma 3, pref1,|v′|+m′ has p-period c = gcd(|v′|,m′) with a permutation H that commutes with G′.
Let |v′| = cq. Observe that pref1,|v′|+c can be written as v1H(v1)H 2(v1) · · ·Hq(v1), with v1 the proper preﬁx of s of
length c. So, G′(v1) = Hq(v1). But G′(H(v1)) = H(G′(v1)) = Hq+1(v1), since H and G′ commute. Repeating the
above reasoning, we obtain that s is p-repetitive with permutation H. A contradiction, since v′ is the smallest preﬁx of
s for which such a string is p-repetitive.
To prove necessity, assume that (v, ) is a p-repetition, with renaming function G, but v is not the smallest preﬁx of
s satisfying (1) and (2). There can be only two reasons why this is happening.
The ﬁrst reason is that there exists a shorter preﬁx v′ satisfying both (1) and (2). But then, we can write s as (v′, ′),
with ′ > 2, which contradicts the maximality of .
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The other reason is that v violates (2), since (1) is obviously satisﬁed. Therefore, there must be a preﬁx of s of
length |v| + m′, for some m′, 1<m′ < |v|, fulﬁlling (a) and (b). But then, by a reasoning analogous to that used in
the ﬁrst half of this proof, one can show that v is not the smallest preﬁx of s for which s is p-repetitive. Again, a
contradiction. 
For a binary string, Lemma 9 assumes a very simple form:
Corollary 3. Let s be a binary string. Let v be a preﬁx of s. (v, ) is a p-repetition, with renaming function G, if and
only if v is the smallest preﬁx of s satisfying both conditions: (1) 2; and (2) no preﬁx z of s, |v|< |z|< 2|v|, has a
p-period m< |v|, with |v| + m |z|.
Proof. As in Corollary 2. 
Example 4. Consider s = abcadb, the string in Example 2. It is a square, but its root abc is not p-primitive. In fact it
has p-period one. This string also has two preﬁxes, namely, abca and abcda, which are p-periodic (actually, both are
p-repetitions) but none of the permutations for which the periodicity is veriﬁed commutes with any of the permutations
that produce the square. Thus, the conditions in Lemma 9 are tight.
Example 5. Let s = 000111111000 like in Example 2. This string is a square, but its root 000111 is not p-primitive.
Notice that no preﬁx of s of length between 7 and 11 violates Corollary 2, yet there are preﬁxes that are squares of their
own, namely, 000 and 000111. Therefore, the conditions of Corollary 2 are tight.
We characterized a p-repetition in s as a factor facti,m of maximal length satisfying Deﬁnition 4. In algorithmic
applications of string searching, repetition detection and the likes, a crucial role is played by the highly regular structure
of the runs of consecutive positions of the root of a repetition. From this perspective, an alternate characterization of
p-repetition as offered by the following Lemma may be more useful. It leads to extend to parameterized binary strings
many of the constructions devised originally for ordinary strings, but also exposes where the analogy breaks.
Lemma 10. A p-repetition x in s is a factor facti,m for which there exist indices l and j (i < ljm) such that: (i)
facti,j p-matches factl,m; (ii) facti,j+1 = factl,m+1.
Proof. Immediate. 
Under the above conditions, we will also say that i and l form a p-repetition. In general, we will denote by LCP(i, l)
the longest p-match between the sufﬁxes of s that start at i and l, respectively. Now let i and l, i < l, be two positions
of s, and let  = |LCP(i, l)|.
Lemma 11. With reference to the above notation, if i and l form a p-repetition (facti,l−1, 1) in s, with renaming
function G, then (1) l − i, (2) no position c, i < c< l, forms a p-repetition (facti,c−1, 2), with 2 > |facti,l−1| and
renaming function F, such that F and G can be extended to permutations that commute.
Proof. Assume that i and l form a p-repetition (facti,l−1, 1), with renaming function G. The fact that l − i is
obvious.
For the second part, assume for a contradiction that there exists a position c, i < c< l that forms a p-repetition
(facti,c−1, 2), with 2 > |facti,l−1| and renaming function F such that G and F can be extended to permutations G′ and
F ′ that commute. Then, (facti,l−1, 1) violates condition (2) of Lemma 9. Indeed, consider facti,l+(c−i)−1. It is a preﬁx
of facti,2l−i−1. Moreover, via p-repetition (facti,c−1, 2), it has p-period c − i with a permutation F ′ that commutes
with G′. But, according to the assumption that (facti,l−1, 1) is a p-repetition and Lemma 9, such a preﬁx cannot
exist. 
Lemma 12. With reference to the above notation, assume that l − i and assume that for no position c, i < c< l,
we have |LCP(i, c)|> |LCP(i, l)| + (l − c). Then, i and l form a p-repetition.
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Proof. Assume for a contradiction that i and l do not form a p-repetition. Since i − l, we have that facti,l+−1 is
certainly p-repetitive.Therefore, theremust exist another position c, i < c< l, such that it can bewritten as a p-repetition.
But that would immediately imply that |LCP(i, c)|> |LCP(i, l)| + (l − c), a contradiction. 
For binary string, Lemmas 11 and 12 assume a particularly simple form, reminiscent of an analogous characterization
obtained for standard string by Apostolico and Preparata [6]:
Corollary 4. Let s be a binary string. We have that i and l form a p-repetition in s if and only if l − i and i and l
are consecutive integers in the sorted list of occurrences of facti,l−1.
Proof. Indeed, any other position c, i < c< l, forming a repetition with i must have associated a permutation that
commutes with the one associated to the p-repetition formed by i and l. 
4. Conclusions and research directions
Wehave considered the germane notions of periodicity and repetition for parameterized strings and obtainedwhat can
be considered an initial set of basic results in this area. From the combinatorial point of viewwe have shown that there are
substantial differences between periodicity and repetitions in strings and their parameterized counterparts. In particular,
such basic regularities seem to be richer in variety for parameterized strings, where the notion of commutativity of
mappings that subtend to them plays a central role. There are several interesting lines of research arising from our initial
set of results, ranging from further investigation into the combinatorial nature of “parameterized regularities” to their
subsequent use in the design of algorithms.Among those we single out the following. Deﬁnition 2 is a generalization of
a well-known deﬁnition of periodicity for strings. It turns out that not all results about ordinary strings allow translation
for parameterized ones. In particular, the periodicity lemma of Fine and Wilf is no more true for parameterized strings,
when we use Deﬁnition 2. There is another well-known deﬁnition of periodicity for strings: A string v has period q
iff it is representable in the form v = uku′ for some k > 0, where u is a string of length q and u′ is a preﬁx of u. For
ordinary strings the two known deﬁnitions are equivalent. It would be of interest to generalize the latter deﬁnition to
parameterized strings in order to investigate the possibility of a positive generalization of the lemma by Fine and Wilf
with this second notion of periodicity.
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